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Friends of the Network Poster Campaign
Overview

Strength of business case

The Environment Agency is an executive nondepartmental body for the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA).We were established in
1996 to protect and improve the environment for
people and wildlife, and support sustainable
development. We have offices across England, divided
into 16 areas. We employ 11,000 people, some of
whom work from central offices, but many work
remotely in the field, at lock sites, or in small depots.

Our corporate strategy, Creating a better place 20142016, sets out what we plan to do to secure positive
outcomes for people and wildlife. One of the six ‘it’s
how we do things’ statements that underpin the
strategy is as follows:

At the EA, we have a successful and active LGBT
network that has been at the forefront of succouring
change in the way that the Environment Agency delivers
on its diversity commitments. Within the large offices,
our messages are well communicated and our people
know who to contact for support. We are aware that
getting the message to all staff requires the support of
our straight allies or as we prefer to call them friends of
the LGBT network.
The initiative we are submitting to the Apollo Project is
our “friends of the network poster campaign”. The
initiative was lead by the members of the LGBT network
but it quickly gained popularity from our Directors, the
CEO and chairman.
The posters featured the person holding a small
whiteboard on which they wrote the reason why they
were a member of the network or why they were a
friend of the network, written in their own handwriting
and printed under the photo. The aim was to raise
common awareness of our friends of the network using
role models from all levels of the organisation. The
posters were displayed across all of our offices and depots.

We will develop people and benefit from diversity
•

We will provide training and development
opportunities for all.

•

We are diverse as the communities and customers
that we serve.

•

Staff feel supported, valued and trusted.

The Environment Agency has an equality action plan,
which is jointly delivered by the diversity networks and
the business. In early 2013 the LGBT network identified
that communication and support for LGBT members of
staff was not as equal as we would like it to be across all
our geographic areas, functions, and offices. We
wanted to address this issue and launched the poster
campaign to increase awareness of the LGBT network.
The campaign was a low cost but high impact
campaign, which could be easily replicated across the
business. Seeing both local recognisable staff as well as
directors makes the connections to every member of
staff showing that the message is relevant to everyone.
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Innovation
Sitting outside of our corporate structure, the diversity
networks are empowered to use innovative solutions to
deliver results. It is important that the LGBT network is
an independent and critical friend. With regards to the
LGBT poster campaign, an effective solution was easily
achieved by taking a different approach.
Our scheme succeeded due to its simplicity and ease of
getting a personal handwritten message from directors
to all staff. Using a mix of local staff and directors
ensured that the commitment from all levels of the
business was communicated. It also provided a chance
for personal feelings from individuals to be relayed to all
staff in a way that many would be unable to say to such
a wide group. Network members were then able to
collate and distribute the materials for it to be used as
they saw fit and at suitable times to tie in with other
local campaigns.
It’s a simple and easy thing for an organisation to do,
just make sure that you use a quality camera and that
people’s hand writing is eligible.

Outputs
Our posters were displayed at many of the offices across
the country. Our latest staff survey shows that our
people consider the business to be more inclusive and
fully supportive of the diversity of staff. When compared
to the staff survey results in 2011, 5% more people said
we were committed to diversity and equality at work
and 6% more people said we respected the individual
difference of our people. They told us that they believe
the agency would deal effectively with cases of bullying
and harassment if an issue was raised. The proportion
who ‘strongly agreed’ has increased significantly from
18% to 26%.
“I’d like to sign up to being a member of the friends of
lgbt network! I think it’s a fantastic idea to spread the
word about how diverse the EA is and that we are
supportive.”
New Friend of the Network

We achieved a considerable increase in the number of
friends of the LGBT network and awareness of the
reasons why we require a network. After the launching
the poster campaign we increased the number of
network members by about 20% and saw a similar
increase in friends of the network (our straight allies
programme). This was the next step in the cultural
change to a fully inclusive and supportive organisation,
with new members and friends coming from all levels
and geographic areas of the organisation. Many people
across the organisation now have our friends of the
network logo as part of their email signature.
This campaign has helped to embed a culture of
diversity being part of everyone’s responsibility within
the Agency. We have shared the idea with other
cross-government LGBT networks and they have since
run their own poster campaigns.
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Example of the ‘Friends of the Network’
email footer:

One of the posters from the campaign
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